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Featured Application: Support for policymaking in electricity balancing markets.

Abstract: The future power system, characterized by lower inertia, reduced programmability and
more distributed architecture, will depend on prompt and reliable control systems. Quick ancillary
services provided by battery energy storage systems (BESS) could be a resource in order to deliver fast
and precise response to frequency events. Degrees of freedom in the design of innovative products
traded on ancillary services markets give the asset manager room for developing state-of-charge
(SoC) restoration mechanisms. These are necessary to effectively exploit BESS as key resources for
electricity balancing. This study compares the main SoC restoration strategies. It aims to define which
ones are suitable for guaranteeing the reliability of the provision and the return on the investment.
A robust regulatory framework analysis describes the degrees of freedom guaranteed by the main
experiences around Europe. In this paper, a BESS model with variable efficiency is used to compare
the provision of Frequency Containment Reserve (FCR) with different SoC restoration strategies
exploiting one or more degrees of freedom. Here, we show that the degrees of freedom are key to the
reliability of provision. Among most diffused mechanisms, dead-band strategies secure the desired
consistency, but require large energy flows for SoC management. Thus, BESS life and economics
decrease. The strategies based on minimum available energy guarantee assured reliability while
being fair with BESS life and operation costs.

Keywords: batteries; BESS; frequency regulation; SoC restoration; ancillary services; EFR; degrees of
freedom; balancing; energy storage; Fast Reserve

1. Introduction

As the renewable energy sources (RES) penetration level increases, frequency deviations are
more frequent because of the inherent uncertainty of solar and wind sources. As RES are typically
connected to the grid through a power electronic inverter, substituting the conventional power plants
with power electronic inverters will decrease the inertia of the power system. Long-term renewable
energy integrations studies show that the rise in renewables could call for increased levels of frequency
control [1–3]. Frequency control is included in the ancillary services necessary to guarantee the quality
of supply and stability in the power systems [4]. In particular, it assures the real-time balance between
electricity generation and demand. Energy storage systems (ESS) are capable of providing different
services to the electric grid: peak shaving, load leveling, spinning reserve, capacity firming, up to
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frequency regulation. Above all, batteries are well suited to provide balancing services and fast
frequency response because of their short response times. Therefore, the share of battery energy storage
systems (BESS) in the frequency regulation market is rapidly increasing [5] thanks to the rapid decrease
in battery investment cost and to the increase in renewable energy generation.

Many of the utility-scale batteries around the world provide innovative ancillary services to the
power system. In Alaska, the electricity utility installed a 3 MW/750 kWh lead–acid battery system
into an island system, as spinning reserve, in order to mitigate the curtailment of energy from wind
farms and to provide frequency response within 0.5 s [6]. In this way, diesel Gensets have been
limited. In Illinois, a 31.5 MW battery storage was located near a wind farm project and solar plant
to provide fast frequency response as well as other ancillary services. Similarly, Australia’s energy
market operator contracted Tesla’s 100 MW/129 MWh lithium-ion battery in Hornsdale. This battery
was considered the largest ESS when it was built and it provides frequency control and participates in
the ancillary services market (ASM) [7]. In Germany, it was recognized that battery energy storage
systems (BESS) can play an active role in providing fast frequency response: in 2017, BESS systems
provided about 200 MW of Frequency Containment Reserve (FCR), about 31% of the market. In Italy,
to date, only significant thermal and programmable hydroelectric plants (i.e., larger than 10 MVA)
compulsory provide ancillary services. Recently, a general reform of dispatching services was proposed:
in the meantime, several pilot projects have been defined, such as the one aimed at opening the ASM
for resources not already enabled (these resources could provide ancillary services per unit or via
aggregate) [8–10].

Furthermore, in order to exploit the batteries’ capability to provide very quick and accurate
response power, transmission system operators (TSOs) are reviewing their network codes to test
and introduce innovative ancillary services also suitable for ESS. For example, in the UK, in 2016,
National Grid conducted an enhanced frequency response (EFR) tender under which it contracted
eight battery storage facilities for four years to provide rapid response frequency reserves with high
technical requirements on response speed (within 1 sec) [11]. In 2019, the Italian TSO launched a public
consultation to introduce and test fast primary frequency control regulation, named Fast Reserve
service, with a response time of 1 s [10].

FCR in European markets must be delivered continuously during the contracted period (Article
156 of System Operation Guidelines) [12]. This is a problem for an asset featuring a limited energy
reservoir (such as a battery), because when it is completely charged or discharged, it can no longer
provide a symmetric service and faces penalties (that can even lead to exclusion from the market).
Therefore, on the one hand, TSOs defined additional requirements specifically for assets with limited
energy reservoirs to provide FCR, e.g., in Continental Europe and Nordic Synchronous Area they
must be able to fully activate FCR continuously (in both positive and negative directions) for at least
15 min (but not exceeding 30 min) [12]. This 15 min criterion is adopted by TSOs to cope with the
greatest frequency perturbation. However, even considering the higher frequency deviation occurred
in Continental Europe during the last years [13], frequency was restored in less than 8 min. The time
elapsed at a deviation equal to or greater than the one required for full activation of provision is
even lower. On the other hand, TSOs identify some degrees of freedom (DoF) allowing for BESSs
state-of-charge (SoC) management. In the UK, EFR regulation sets a dead-band in which BESS can
be freely operated within a ±9% range (the maximum export/import power must not exceed 9% of
the BESS’s full-scale range) [11], this way EFR allows the development of a dead-band strategy for
SoC restoration. In addition to the dead-band, a so-called envelope provides flexibility in provision
devoted to supporting SoC maintenance. In this envelope, over or under-regulation is permitted.
Thus, operators can manage the battery SoC by increasing or decreasing the control power demand
indicated by the power-frequency characteristic by a fraction of regulating power. So, in the case of low
SoC and frequency above the nominal value, the battery can over-regulate to charge faster and get back
to target SoC. In Germany, several degrees of freedom are allowed by the four German TSOs to keep
the SoC within the permitted range [14]: in addition to the dead-band strategy, operators can manage
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the battery SoC by providing over or under-regulation up to 20% of regulating power, adjusting the
gradient of the provided FCR power within certain boundaries or trading energy on the electricity
market. In Italy, the UPI pilot project, which allows the use of BESSs integrated with conventional
relevant units to provide FCR, is underway. During the provision of FCR, the SoC can be restored only
by exchanging energy with the integrated programmable plant and not by exchanging energy with the
grid [9]. In case SoC diverges, service provision must be interrupted and SoC restored. Other services
foresee minimum and maximum SoC thresholds: SoC restoration must operate when SoC gets above
the maximum or below the minimum. These thresholds are established based on the requirement of
always guaranteeing minimum available energy to activate the service in both upward and downward
directions [10].

There is not yet a homogeneous identification of the best DoF for SoC management. In literature,
different SoC controllers, aimed at efficiently providing primary frequency control reserve, have been
investigated. In [14], a control algorithm that includes the DoF in place in the German market was
implemented. It compares the use of dead-band, the exploitation of over-regulation, the use of
thresholds for permissible SoC as criteria to implement a restoration strategy. In [15], the reliability in
EFR provision is improved by exploiting dead-band strategies for managing SoC. In [16], the possibility
of submitting separate bids for positive and negative PCR in Denmark is studied: SoC restoration is
provided by forcing battery charge when SoC is below a certain threshold. All these studies present a
dedicated energy flow for SoC restoration. Therefore, these strategies can be defined as “active” SoC
restoration. In active SoC restoration, the dedicated energy flow is usually paid by the asset operator
on the electricity market in several forms (e.g., day-ahead or intraday market, imbalance discipline).

As previously mentioned, ancillary services (FCR included) are essential for the safe management
of the electric system. For this reason, TSOs can ask the BSP not (or partially) correctly providing the
required service to pay a penalty. The noncompliant provision of service is called nonperformance
(NP) and the related economic fee is the so-called Nonperformance Penalty (NPP). Regarding FCR,
NPP may consist of the deletion of the availability payment (as is, for example, in Denmark [17]) or a
financial penalty higher than the availability payment (as, for example, in Italy for Fast Reserve pilot
projects [10]).

For the analysis of BESS operation, a proper model has to be implemented. In literature,
several models [18] with different degrees of accuracy are in place for batteries: accuracy is usually
directly proportional to the computational effort. Empirical (analytical) models do not represent
electrochemical processes, but empirically fit the KPIs of battery operation throughout past experimental
data for estimating the future behavior of BESS [19]. This kind of model has already shown a
reduction in computational effort and an acceptable accuracy in predicting battery behavior [20].
Furthermore, to simulate BESS behavior, not only battery cells but also the complementary part of the
system should be considered since it has a nonnegligible impact on operational losses, as highlighted
by [21,22]. It includes, usually, a power conversion system (PCS) and other loads providing auxiliary
services (e.g., monitoring system, alarms and HVAC system). In [23], authors develop a BESS empirical
model that evaluates the efficiency of the BESS from a system perspective. Finally, to properly
evaluate the BESS business case, battery aging should be considered. Battery aging is related to
operational conditions: as the batteries are charged and discharged there is a capacity loss in the battery.
In order to evaluate this phenomenon, different indicators exist in the literature: the most used is the
State-of-Health (SoH) [24]. SoH represents a measure of BESS ability to store and deliver electrical
energy, compared with a new battery. Depending on its actual application, the end of life (EoL) for a
battery is reached with a SoH value between 70% and 80% [25].

In this study, different active SoC restoration strategies are investigated adopting the empirical
BESS model, presented in [23], able to provide FCR in Italy. To estimate battery life, a SoH model
was developed based on [26]. The SoH model considers both cycle aging and calendar aging in terms
of capacity fade. The strategies analyzed are thoroughly developed to be as close as possible to the
most innovative regulatory frameworks for BESS integration in ancillary services provision. Results
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are presented in terms of technical and economic performance. Both the perspective of the system
operator and of the investor are evaluated and discussed. The rest of the article is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the proposed methodology for SoC restoration strategies, model development and
the description of the case study. Section 3 presents the results of the simulations and highlights the
main findings. Section 4 presents a broader discussion of the results, summarizes conclusions and
takeaways and suggests foreseen future steps.

2. Materials and Methods

Given the pivotal need for new resources for the grid’s frequency control, as detailed in the
previous chapter, this study focuses on the use of a BESS numerical model to analyze FCR provision.
In particular, the goal is to investigate the best option for the management of the BESS SoC. For such a
goal, a reliable BESS model is required in order to provide a realistic figure; in the proposed study a
runtime SoC evolution empirical model developed on experimental data by a large-scale industrial
BESS [23] is adopted. It features a variable efficiency depending on the power rate and SoC.

The BESS model receives as input power setpoints requested grid side per step of the simulation.
The power setpoints are updated via a lookup table that estimates the step efficiency of the system.
This lookup table considers the instantaneous SoC and power requested to the battery and returns the
efficiency of the system, considering PCS and battery losses. The efficiency is multiplied (charging) or
divided (discharging) by the power setpoint to assess the power flowing in the battery. This power
is checked against the maximum/minimum power that can be provided by a battery at that SoC.
To do this, the model features a capability curve that prevents the battery from delivering high power
rates at extremely high (for charging) or low (for discharging) SoC. If power requested is outside the
capability of the battery, the absolute value of real power is set equal to the limit. The real power is
the responsibility for the SoC variation in the step. The model computes SoC evolution each step to
provide the power requested. Moreover, the model returns if the dispatching order is not (or partially)
respected. This model is implemented in a MATLAB Simulink™ numerical tool.

The model is fed by network frequency data from Central Europe Synchronous Area (CESA) for
the year 2016 [27]. These data have a 1 s sampling rate and a resolution of 0.1 MHz. The FCR controller
block of the Simulink™ tool transforms frequency trends in power setpoints requested to BESS via a
droop control curve based on the following equation.

D = −(dF/Fn)/(dP/Pn) × 100, (1)

where D is the droop value in percentage, dF is the frequency deviation in Hz, Fn is the nominal
frequency of 50 Hz, dP is the power setpoint requested for FCR in MW, Pn is the nominal power of the
BESS in MW. In this study, the convention of generators is adopted, with power injected to the grid as
positive power and power absorbed as negative. In addition, the curve features a dF dead-band inside
which dP requested is equal to 0 and a full activation dF over which the dP requested is equal to Pn.
This droop curve is an elaboration of the one in place in Italy for conventional thermal generators [9,28].
In the framework of the study, D = 0.075%. All the relevant data for the curve can be seen in Table 1.
The curve is shown in Figure 1.

Table 1. Droop curve data.

Droop Value (D) 0.075%

Dead-band dF (mHz) ±20
Full activation dF (mHz) ±37.5
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Figure 1. Droop control curve based on the Italian Grid Code implemented in the battery energy
storage system (BESS) model for Frequency Containment Reserve (FCR) provision.

Besides the FCR controller, another block implements the SoC restoration strategy in the Simulink™

tool. The power requested by FCR provision (PFCR) and the one required for SoC restoration (Prest) are
summed up and represent the power setpoint demanded to the BESS (Preq).

Preq = PFCR + Prest. (2)

The BESS model updates the power setpoint consistently with efficiency and capability charts,
and consequently updates SoC value for each second of the analyzed year. The outcomes of the model
are the SoC trend, the power and energy flows requested and actually flowing in the battery, the share
of energy flows for FCR provision and for SoC restoration. The simplified block diagram of the BESS
model is proposed in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Simplified block diagram of the Simulink tool for the FCR provided by BESS.

A set of simulations performs the FCR provision on the same frequency trend (see Figure 3) and
on the same Li-ion BESS whose main sizing data are reported in Table 2. Frequency data are from
system frequency in Continental Europe Synchronous Area (CESA) for the year 2016 [27], with 1 s
sampling rate and a resolution of 0.1 MHz.

The regulating power for FCR provision is equal to the nominal power of BESS. The difference
between the simulations only relates to the SoC restoration mechanism in place. Each SoC restoration
mechanism is suitable for exploiting different DoF, and therefore, it could be possibly applied in
different regulatory frameworks. The SoC restoration strategies tested are listed here below and
described in the following.

• The Base case implements no SoC restoration strategy.
• The No DoF case implements a SoC restoration strategy based on the interruption in

service provision.
• The Over/Under-regulation case implements a SoC restoration strategy based on variable droop.
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• The Dead-band case implements a SoC restoration strategy based on dead-band strategy.
• Available energy case implements a SoC restoration strategy based on offsetting the regulating

power when SoC is outside a window of acceptability.
• The Hybrid case implements a SoC restoration strategy based on offsetting the regulation when

SoC is outside the window of acceptability and dF is inside dead-band.
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Table 2. Battery energy storage system (BESS) details for the simulations.

Key Abbreviation Value

Technology - Li-ion NMC
Nominal power (MW) Pn 1

Nominal energy (MWh) En 2.28
Energy-to-power ratio (h) E/P 2.28

Maximum SoC (%) SoCmax 100
Minimum SoC (%) SoCmin 0

SoC target (%) SoCtarget 55
Air conditioning setpoint

temperature (◦C) Tin 20

This set of active strategies presented are designed to be as coherent as possible with the ones
adopted in the European experiences already mentioned. Except for the Base case, the other simulations
feature a SoC restoration strategy conveniently exploiting the DoF that we assume are granted by
the regulation. SoC restoration aims to bring back SoC towards a SoCtarget equal to 55%. SoCtarget is
selected based on the assumption of symmetric provision of reserves for FCR. At SoCtarget, energy
content available (net of the efficiency) is approximately equal for upward and downward reserve.

(SoCtarget − SoCmin) × ηavg � (SoCmax − SoCtarget)/ηavg, (3)

where SoCmin is the minimum SoC of the battery, ηavg is the average efficiency of the battery equal to
92% based on [23].

2.1. Base Case

The Base case features no SoC restoration strategy. This means that every time-frequency deviation
leads the SoC towards a lower threshold (minimum SoC is 0%), the battery can provide no more
upward regulation until propitious frequency deviation (overfrequency) leads back SoC towards
higher values. Vice versa, in the case of SoC approaching the upper threshold (maximum SoC is 100%),
it cannot properly provide downward regulation.
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2.2. No DoF Case

Conventional ancillary services barely feature DoF to the droop curve shown in Figure 1. There
is no need for conventional generators to exchange energy with the grid during the provision of the
service to restore their energy content, since it is not limited. In case the regulation does not foresee any
DoF, it usually inhibits the resource from the provision in the case of inadequacy (e.g., in the case of
inadequacy of the available energy content). This is the No DoF case. It implements a SoC restoration
that takes place when the available energy content of BESS is inadequate. Maximum and minimum
thresholds are implemented on SoC: above the first (97%) and below the latter (3%) service is stopped
and SoC restoration towards SoCtarget begins. Power for SoC restoration (Prest) in the No DoF case is
100% of nominal power. When SoCtarget is reached, service provision restarts. All the power requested
when service provision is interrupted is NP (see Figure 4).Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 17 
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and after the service interruption; (c), restoration power. Positive power means discharge. Red trend
highlights that all the power requested while service is interrupted results in nonperformance (NP)
and is accounted for NPP. Power is expressed per unit with respect to the nominal power of the battery.

2.3. Over/Under-Regulation Case

Some innovative frequency regulation schemes allow over or under-regulation as a DoF. In such a
case, D is no more a single value but an interval of values [Dmin, Dmax]. This means that the droop
curve shown in Figure 1 is modified as depicted in Figure 5. The over/under-regulation admits different
dP for the same dF within the pink area. dP that can be applied is in the following interval.

(dF/Fn) × (Pn/Dmax) × 100 ≤ dP ≤ (dF/Fn) × (Pn/Dmin) × 100, (4)

where Dmin is 0.060% and Dmax is 0.090%. The flexibility offered by the variable droop in the pink area
can be exploited to restore the SoC without incurring in NPP. This scheme is applied, for instance, for
provision of FCR in Germany [29].
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The droop value variable in time Dvar(t) adopted varies as a function of the instantaneous SoC(t)
(Equation (5))

Dvar(t) = D × (1 + Ro/u × (SoC(t) − SoCtarget)/50), (5)

where the over/under-regulation ratio Ro/u is the amount of energy that can be over/under-regulated as a
percentage of regulating power: Ro/u is 18%. It is coherent with FCR in Germany (where over-regulation
only is allowed) [29].

2.4. Dead-Band Case

When the frequency is in its dead-band, FCR does not require any dP. This circumstance is less
critical for frequency control regulation in general. Thus, it is exploited in several control services [10,30]
to allow SoC restoration. In this case, the DoF is represented as a share of regulating power that can be
offset for charging and discharging while frequency is in its dead-band. We use as offset ratio (Roffset)
25% with respect to regulating power: this is coherent with the offset allowed in the Fast Reserve pilot
project in Italy. Therefore, Prest is computed as in Equation (6).{

Prest = sgn(∆Soc) ×Roffset × Pnom if |dF| ≤ dFDB ∧ |∆SoC|> ε
Prest = 0 elsewhere

, (6)

where sgn ∆SoC is the signum function for ∆SoC = SoC(t) − SoCtarget (positive power for SoC greater
than SoCtarget), dFDB is the dead-band of 20 MHz and ε is a margin of 2% to depict an acceptable
margin of tolerance on ∆SoC. The resulting droop curve is shown in Figure 6, where the pink area
represents the DoF in dead-band.
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2.5. Available Energy Case

A further criterion for guaranteeing reliability in the case of devices with finite energy content
is to require always a minimum amount of available energy. The available energy DoF implements
the possibility of offsetting the delivery of service of Roffset times the regulating power, only if the
available energy content approaches the minimum threshold and until the SoC is restored to SoCtarget.
In this time period, offsetting is admitted for every condition of frequency deviation. A requirement
of wide use [10,30] is that every device may always be available to provide 15 min of continuous
full activation of the qualified power, both upward and downward: this is usually referred to as
15 equivalent minutes of available energy content. There is strong convergence towards this value
since it relates to the contract durations for balancing products, the scheduling time for units and the
imbalance settlement period in the EU [31,32]. Other regulations adopt 30 min [29,33]. Given the steep
droop curve used in this study (full activation at 37.5 MHz of absolute deviation), a 30 min threshold
is adopted. This corresponds to the given BESS (E/P of 2.28 h) to the approximated SoC thresholds
reported in Table 3. These thresholds take into account the effect of BESS efficiency.

Table 3. SoC thresholds for respecting the 30 min criterion.

Threshold Abbreviation Value

Higher SoC threshold SoChi 85%
Lower SoC threshold SoClo 20%

Therefore, in the case the SoC gets equal or greater than SoChi, the SoC restoration process is
triggered and power requested to the battery (Preq) can be increased by Roffset multiplied by regulating
power. This offset is kept until SoCtarget ± ε (see Table 2) is approached. On the other hand, for SoC
equal to or lower than SoClo, power can be decreased to charge the battery. In this case, the offset
remains until the battery reaches SoCtarget ± ε. In the implementation of the algorithm, the activation
of the offset depends on a flag variable whose role is shown in Equation (7) and whose use is described
in Figure 7a.

Preq = PFCR + Roffset ∗ Pnom if SoC(t) ≥ SoCtarget ∧ flag = 1
Preq = PFCR −Roffset ∗ Pnom if SoC(t) ≤ SoCtarget ∧ flag = 1
Preq = PFCR elsewhere

, (7)

where Preq is the total power requested to the battery, composed by the contribution for FCR (PFCR)
and the power for restoration, and flag is the flag variable. The resulting droop curve is shown in
Figure 7b. The DoF is represented by the pink area: it can be exploited only if flag = 1.
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of available energy DoF case: (a) flow diagram for flag variable
activation; (b) droop curve adopted. The red line is the reference droop curve without offset, to be
kept while flag = 0. The pink area delimited by the black dashed lines represents the range of power
setpoints that can be adopted in the case flag = 1. For a given dF, dP can vertically span within the pink
zone between the black dashed lines. In the simulation, this is used to restore the SoC in the case of
scarce or excessive energy content.

2.6. Double Threshold Case

The latest active SoC restoration mechanism is a hybrid of the dead-band strategy and of the
available energy strategy. The DoF that is exploited is the possibility of offsetting the Preq while the
system frequency is in its dead-band. Therefore, the flag variable is triggered when SoC gets outside
the thresholds in Table 3 and stays on until SoC approaches SoCtarget ± ε. In any case, the restoration
process can only occur when the frequency is inside the dead-band expressed in Table 1. This is called
the double threshold strategy. Equation (7) is reworked as Equation (8) to depict the mechanism.

Preq = PFCR + Roffset ∗ Pnom if SoC(t) ≥ SoCtarget ∧ flag = 1∧
∣∣∣dF

∣∣∣≤ dFDB

Preq = PFCR −Roffset ∗ Pnom if SoC(t) ≤ SoCtarget ∧ flag = 1∧
∣∣∣dF

∣∣∣≤ dFDB

Preq = PFCR elsewhere
. (8)

The resulting droop control curve with the exploitable DoF is the same as shown in Figure 6 for
the dead-band strategy. The double threshold concept, thus the domain in terms of SoC and dF where
the DoF can be exploited is described in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. The double threshold domain for SoC restoration. The red area identifies the condition of
(dF, SoC) for triggering the flag variable and starting SoC restoration. The pink area is where the
offsetting can be exploited for charging towards SoCtarget. The green area shows where Preq can offset
to discharge.

2.7. Techno-Economic Analysis

The results of the model are analyzed in terms of energy flows and associated revenue streams.
The energy requested for FCR (EFCR) is computed as the summation of the absolute value of PFCR

in time. The energy for SoC restoration is computed from Prest both for charge (Ech) and discharge
(Edis). The energy non provided (ENP), relevant for the estimation of NPP, is computed by the model.
NP occurs when the battery is not able to provide with accuracy the energy requested for the regulation.
In case the error between PFCR and the power actually delivered (Pdel) by BESS overcomes 5%, then all
the power requested by FCR for that instant is considered as nonprovided (PNP).

PNP= PFCR if
∣∣∣Preq − Pdel

∣∣∣/Preq > 5%
PNP= 0 elsewhere

, (9)

where ENP is the summation of the absolute values of PNP. NP is eventually PNP expressed as a
percentage of EFCR. This index measures the reliability of the BESS as a BSP with different schemes.
The cash flows related to FCR provision, to SoC restoration and to NPP are computed valorizing the
energy flows with the indexes reported in Table 4, mainly referred to the Italian market, except for
FCR remuneration which is referred to the German market (in €/MW/week). However, according
to [34], also in Italy, FCR could be remunerated by means of availability payments in €/MW/week in the
near future. The energy necessary to charge BESS for SoC restoration is valued at the yearly average
purchase price in the Italian DAM, whereas the discharging energy at the yearly average positive
imbalance price. NPP is valued at the average yearly marginal price in the Italian BM (to date, NPP for
FCR is not defined in Italy, since FCR is mandatory). The selected parameters aim to be representative
of the current situation and possible evolution in Continental Europe.
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Table 4. Economic indicators adopted in the study.

Cash Flow Name Value Unit Source Notes

FCR
remuneration RFCR 3310 €/MW/week [35]

German scheme with capacity
remuneration, likely to be adopted in

Italy. Average price (2008–2016).
Charging cost Cch −53.95 €/MWh [36] PUN (2017).
Discharging

remuneration Rdis 25.00 €/MWh [37] Average positive imbalance price (2017).

NPP NPP −140.00 €/MWh [37]
For both upward and downward reserve
is applied a severe penalty coherent with

upward marginal prices on BM (2017).

The SoC restoration strategies allowed by the DoFs influence the return of the investment on
BESS, too. To give a figure of this, the internal rate of return (IRR) for the investment at 5 y is computed
as follows.

NPV = CAPEX+
∑N

i

NCF

(1 + IRR)i
+

RV

(1 + IRR)N
= 0, (10)

CAPEX = ke × En + kp × (Pn − En), (11)

NCF = RFCR + Cch + Rdis + NPP, (12)

where CAPEX is the cost investment for the BESS, based on the size of BESS and parameterized over
ke = 400 k€/MWh and kp = 150 k€/MW [38]; N is the time horizon for the investment, set at 5 y; NCF is
the net cash flow as the sum of the previously described revenue and cost streams (see Equation (12));
RV is the residual value of the asset at the end of year N computed as in Equation (13).

RV = CAPEX × (tEoL − (N + 1))/tEoL, (13)

where tEoL is the expected end of life (EoL) in years, hypothesizing linear RV decay with time.
To estimate battery life, a SoH model was developed based on [26]. The SoH model considers both
cycle aging and calendar aging in terms of capacity fade. SoH(EoL) is 80% of SoH at Beginning of Life
(BoL): since the model estimates capacity fade, EoL energy capacity is 80% of nominal energy at BoL.
The yearly capacity decay due to cycle aging (Ccy) is computed as the summation of capacity decay in
each step (Ccy(t)). This is the product of the equivalent cycle (cy) and cycle decay factor (cf) per each
step t of the simulation.

cy(k) = |SoC(t) − SoC(k − 1)|/2, (14)

Ccy(k) = cy(t) × cf(t), (15)

Ccy =
Y∑
t

Ccy(t), (16)

where cf is a function of the operating conditions, and in particular of c-rate at step k as detailed in [26];
Y is the number of seconds per year. Yearly calendar aging (Ccal) is estimated based on capacity decay
due to ambient conditions, in particular of the container indoor setpoint temperature Tin, as shown
in Equation (17). Literature shows a clear correlation between temperature and calendar life (tcal)
of batteries.

Ccal = 1/tcal(Tin) × (En − EEoL)/En, (17)

where tcal(Tin) is 16 y. This is based on [39,40], systematically reviewed in [41] for Tin = 20 ◦C, as
mentioned in Table 2. The SoH is estimated summing up the yearly capacity decays as in Equation (18).

SoH(j) = 1 − (Ccy − Ccal) × j, (18)
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where j is the time from the beginning of operation in years. tEoL is obtained by dividing the total
decay over life by the yearly decay as in Equation (19).

tEoL = (1 − SoH(EoL))/(1 − SoH(1)), (19)

with SoH(EoL) = 80% and (1 − SoH(1)) as the yearly variation in SoH.

3. Results

As previously introduced, simulations have been performed adopting network frequency data
from CESA for the year 2016 [27], with 1 s sampling rate and a resolution of 0.1 MHz. The economic
data used come from the market prices on the DAM and on the BM for Italy and Germany (for what
concerns FCR capacity remuneration). These choices have been operated for offering results that can
be generalized to the whole CESA. The adoption of CESA’s frequency decreases the applicability of
these results to systems with less inertia and with larger frequency deviations, such as UK [42].

The model adopted is an empirical multiparameter SoC evolution model. It is obtained via an
experimental campaign on an industrial BESS. Therefore, if, on the one hand, the model is accurate
in representing the whole operational efficiency (also including the effect of PCS and of auxiliary
systems), on the other hand, this model is validated for that device only and it could feature its
peculiar behaviors. Furthermore, the possibility of an outage of the plant during the year is neglected.
The adopted workstation features an Intel® Core™ i7-10510U CPU @ 1.80 GHz, 2304 Mhz, 4 Cores,
8 Logical Processors. The approximate elapsed time is 1.5 h per simulated year.

The results of the simulations are provided in the following. In Figure 9, the comparison of the
strategies adopted can be seen.
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band (DB) case (in red) features 7.8 GWh for restoring SoC against 18.2 GWh provided for FCR: 
energy flows for restoration are 43% of provided energy. In the No DoF case, the need of energy flows 
for restoration is lower (27%) since SoC restoration takes place (and service provision stops) only 
when SoC reaches the maximum or minimum thresholds; however, the NP is significant (7.3%) since 
service provision restarts only when SoC reaches its target value. In the other strategies, the portion 
of energy flown dedicated to SoC restoration varies between 27% and 32%. BESS lifetime (tEoL) 
estimated via the SoH model is generally very low: it ranges from 6.8 y for the Base case to 5.0 y for 
the DB case. As can be seen, tEoL is usually inversely proportional to the overall absolute value of 
energy flown: it is well known that limiting the equivalent cycles decreases the cycle of aging. 

Figure 9. Summary of the results of the yearly simulations. Absolute value of energy for FCR (E_FCR),
absolute value of energy for SoC restoration (E_rest), the BESS expected life (t_EoL), the ratio of NP
with respect to total energy requested for FCR, the IRR at 5 y are shown for each of the Cases: base case,
no DoF case, over/under-regulation case (O/U), dead-band case (DB), available energy case (AE) and
double threshold case (DT).

Each set-up can be evaluated in terms of the provided energy for FCR: obviously, as it can be seen,
this energy is larger where the NP is lower. The dead-band case (DB, in red) shows a low NP (3.2%).
Energy for SoC restoration widely varies among strategies. Base and over/under-regulation (O/U) case
(in black and brown) present no energy flow for the sake of restoration, oppositely dead-band (DB)
case (in red) features 7.8 GWh for restoring SoC against 18.2 GWh provided for FCR: energy flows for
restoration are 43% of provided energy. In the No DoF case, the need of energy flows for restoration is
lower (27%) since SoC restoration takes place (and service provision stops) only when SoC reaches
the maximum or minimum thresholds; however, the NP is significant (7.3%) since service provision
restarts only when SoC reaches its target value. In the other strategies, the portion of energy flown
dedicated to SoC restoration varies between 27% and 32%. BESS lifetime (tEoL) estimated via the SoH
model is generally very low: it ranges from 6.8 y for the Base case to 5.0 y for the DB case. As can be
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seen, tEoL is usually inversely proportional to the overall absolute value of energy flown: it is well
known that limiting the equivalent cycles decreases the cycle of aging. Therefore, limiting the energy
flows that do not imply a consistent revenue stream should be a target of the asset owner to preserve
the BESS.

As already described, in the electricity balancing two main parties are involved: the system
operator (which procures services) and the BSP (the service supplier). The two clusters of columns
on the right part of Figure 9. can be investigated to evaluate the perspective of these two actors. The
system operator aims to increase the reliability of provision: this is measured by NP, which must be
kept as low as possible. NP below 5% can be taken as a conventional threshold to define an acceptable
provision of service [10]. From this standpoint, the best result is obtained via DB (3.1%), while the other
acceptable cases are AE (4.8%) and DT (4.9%). With respect to the case of a standard FCR provision
(Base case), 87% of nonreliability is avoided for the DB case. Furthermore, nonreliability avoided via
DB is 57% with respect to a case in which no DoF are in place (case NoDoF) where the only possibility
is interrupting the service provision for restoring SoC. On the other hand, the BSP is interested in the
economic return on the investment. The IRR computed on a five-year business case ranged from 0.3 to
6.9%. Hypothesizing a real-world discount rate around 4% for the investment in energy systems [43],
the economically positive cases are AE (4.1%) and DT (6.9%). In any case, these feature an IRR slightly
lower than hurdle rates adopted in generation companies [44]. Dead-band strategy, given the large
amount of SoC restoration energy involved, is much less economically attractive for BSPs, with IRR
equal to 1.2%.

Figure 10 shows the SoC probability distribution for active strategies. Distribution of SoC has
proven important for guaranteeing reliability and the effective use of BESS [45]. The comparison is
useful to understand how effective a strategy for restoring SoC. An effective control strategy would
prevent the battery from SoC saturation (at 0% or 100%) and keep SoC close to SoCtarget. Therefore,
the histogram of an effective strategy should feature higher probabilities for SoC around 50–55%, and
much lower probabilities for SoC largely diverging from 50%. This is achieved by all but Base and O/U
cases (in black and brown). On the other hand, a too stressful SoC restoration strategy would prevent
the battery from being effectively exploited, by keeping SoC always close to SoCtarget. This is the case
of the dead-band strategy (in red), featuring more than half of the year between 50% and 60% of SoC.
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system operator aims to increase the reliability of provision: this is measured by NP, which must be 
kept as low as possible. NP below 5% can be taken as a conventional threshold to define an acceptable 
provision of service [10]. From this standpoint, the best result is obtained via DB (3.1%), while the 
other acceptable cases are AE (4.8%) and DT (4.9%). With respect to the case of a standard FCR 
provision (Base case), 87% of nonreliability is avoided for the DB case. Furthermore, nonreliability 
avoided via DB is 57% with respect to a case in which no DoF are in place (case NoDoF) where the 
only possibility is interrupting the service provision for restoring SoC. On the other hand, the BSP is 
interested in the economic return on the investment. The IRR computed on a five-year business case 
ranged from 0.3 to 6.9%. Hypothesizing a real-world discount rate around 4% for the investment in 
energy systems [43], the economically positive cases are AE (4.1%) and DT (6.9%). In any case, these 
feature an IRR slightly lower than hurdle rates adopted in generation companies [44]. Dead-band 
strategy, given the large amount of SoC restoration energy involved, is much less economically 
attractive for BSPs, with IRR equal to 1.2%. 

Figure 10 shows the SoC probability distribution for active strategies. Distribution of SoC has 
proven important for guaranteeing reliability and the effective use of BESS [45]. The comparison is 
useful to understand how effective a strategy for restoring SoC. An effective control strategy would 
prevent the battery from SoC saturation (at 0% or 100%) and keep SoC close to SoCtarget. Therefore, 
the histogram of an effective strategy should feature higher probabilities for SoC around 50–55%, and 
much lower probabilities for SoC largely diverging from 50%. This is achieved by all but Base and 
O/U cases (in black and brown). On the other hand, a too stressful SoC restoration strategy would 
prevent the battery from being effectively exploited, by keeping SoC always close to SoCtarget. This is 
the case of the dead-band strategy (in red), featuring more than half of the year between 50% and 
60% of SoC. 
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Figure 10. SoC distribution during the yearly simulation for the active SoC restoration strategies 
studied: (a) Base case; (b) No DoF case; (c) O/U case; (d) DB case; (e) AE case; (f) DT case. Y-axis 
represents the fraction of time in the year in which SoC is at a particular level. 

Figure 10. SoC distribution during the yearly simulation for the active SoC restoration strategies
studied: (a) Base case; (b) No DoF case; (c) O/U case; (d) DB case; (e) AE case; (f) DT case. Y-axis
represents the fraction of time in the year in which SoC is at a particular level.

4. Discussion

This study carefully analyzed the exploitation of battery energy storage systems to provide
frequency regulation. The evolution of the power system requires reliable and rapid control of
frequency deviation. BESS can provide very quick ancillary services; however, their limited energy
reservoir must be taken into account when providing these services. This can be done by defining
innovative requirements that implement degrees of freedom for SoC management. These DoF are
used by the asset manager as a room to develop a control strategy able to restore battery SoC towards
the target value. An effective SoC restoration strategy guarantees the reliability of provision while
limiting its cost. Nonperformance is measured: the lower NP is the higher is the reliability of provision.
The cost of restoration is assessed in terms of the costs of the energy flows for managing SoC and
the decrease in BESS life associated with larger energy flow. Some DoF has shown effectiveness in
decreasing NP while keeping acceptable IRR.

Energy flows related to SoC restoration are not negligible, ranging from 25% to 45% of the energy
dedicated to services provision. They must be included in the assessment while evaluating the design
of an innovative product traded on balancing markets. This paper can support NRAs, market and
system operators in selecting the appropriate DoF for each product. This could lead to a suitable
framework both for guaranteeing accurate respect of dispatching orders and for having a positive
return on investment.

The comparison among SoC restoration strategies showed that both strategies based on dead-band
(DB) and on minimum guaranteed available energy (AE and DT) are able to decrease NP below
acceptable values. Instead, the absence of DoF obliges the BESS operator to interrupt the provision
of the service, thus leading to higher NP. The possibility of providing over or under-regulation to
manage SoC, as implemented nowadays in some EU experiences, does not prevent SoC to saturate
often leading to very high NP. Among acceptable strategies, DB is hard to show a positive rate of
return, due to high SoC management costs and shortened battery life. Mechanisms that offer larger
DoF, such as AE and DT, present IRR greater than 4%.
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Still, investment in batteries presents a return below the hurdle rates. Further works could
investigate the possibility of provision of multiple services simultaneously (also including innovative
ancillary service, such as very quick primary frequency regulation, which may be useful in the future
power system with low inertia), to provide both SoC management and revenue stacking [46].

This is the case of “passive” SoC restoration strategies, that take advantage of the provision
of further service to manage SoC. This can provide reliability of the system and largely decrease
restoration costs. A study in this direction could investigate if any of the market or grid rules represent
a barrier for BESS [47–49]. For instance, some issues arise when it comes to measuring, monitoring and
valorizing the simultaneous provision of multiple services. Some other obstacles can be represented
by a feature of market products, such as minimum bid size, distance from market closure to delivery
time, symmetry and time definition of products. Furthermore, it could show if there is any way of
providing a return on an investment in BESS by participation in the market only, so that no other forms
of remuneration must be put in place by the system to benefit from the fast and precise regulation
of BESS.
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